You are looking for salvation in the wrong place
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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts as
the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine Revelation
My beloved sons and daughters, when I called creation into being an inconceivably long
"time" ago, I did so out of the desire to share My love with beings who came forth from Me
- from My love. True love needs the exchange, the togetherness, the giving and taking, the
feeling, the expression of deepest and most intimate feelings. It is based on the knowledge
that there is a counterpart with whom one is most closely connected, with whom one is
one. And it always draws new strength from the fact that this indescribable feeling of
happiness - which is infinitely stronger in heaven - is experienced; experienced as a
continuously bubbling source of new inspiration and constant growth.
To experience such love is a sensation that cannot be expressed in words. To have been
created by this love, to live in it for all eternity, yes, even to carry this highest form of
energy of the cosmos in yourself and even to be a part of this love-energy that overtaxes
your human feeling and thinking. And nevertheless: You have, when you were still with me,
not only made this experience - you have lived without beginning and without end in and
with it.
You are love, My son, My daughter: love in an individual being like there is no
second, and with a freedom given by Me, the extent of which you would marvel at
incredulously, could you already recognize it now.
You are of Me, and so it will remain for all eternity!
I am not telling you this for the first time, and I am not repeating it for the first time. But
because it is of such great importance for your life in matter that you not only know about
it, but also live this knowledge, that is, express it in your everyday life, I come back to this
point again and again and also place it in the center of My revelation this time.
And furthermore, it is of crucial importance for you to understand that the adversary has
started right here with the aim of alienating My children from Me. This alienation is being
carried to extremes in your present time by every conceivable means. By whom? Is this so
difficult to recognize?

Hell needs comrades-in-arms, because only through them - thus indirectly - it can enforce
it's plans in matter. But don't think that this is a weak point for them. The opposite is the
case: In this way it itself remains invisible and for the vast majority unrecognized in the
background, whereby it benefits from the fact that a large part of the people is not
convinced of it's existence anyway and does not consider it possible that satanic forces
permanently play into your world events. And those whom My and your adversary "sends
into the race", understand very well the art of camouflage and deception.…
Have you - and by this are meant first and foremost those who know your Scriptures forgotten the word: "By their fruits you shall know them"? You should not interpret the term
"false prophets" used in this context too narrowly. A false prophet can also be one who
promises you progress and prosperity in defiance of My commandments. And what are the
fruits of those to whom you listen, to whom you have entrusted some of your own
responsibility? Is it the effort of righteousness and honesty, the effort to implement My
teaching? Then you have chosen well. In the other case, a few questions arise for those
who have not yet let themselves get out of the habit of looking and thinking. They will not
be so easily seduced into seeking salvation in the wrong place.
When I speak of "My children", this means the fallen beings as well as the faithful who
have incarnated from the light in this difficult time in order to support Me and all good
forces. For you it is only important that you are also addressed, because it is in your
hand to set the course for your future in free will.
Is it not the most natural and self-evident thing in the world that lovers know about each
other, that they trust and exchange? The darkness therefore saw the most urgent task in
driving a wedge between Creator and creatures, in order to achieve thereby a deep and in their eyes - a as durable and final division as possible.
Would you intend to interfere with, seriously disrupt, and even deface to the point of
ignorance the relationship between two lovers - where would you start? Take a moment, if
you will, for reflection. A self-acquired knowledge will always bring you greater benefit than
a quick answer …
--The knowledge of the intimate Father-child relationship had to be removed from the hearts
and minds of the people and replaced by a pseudo-knowledge. The "signpost to heaven"
had to be twisted by a few degrees so that the path now lead past the goal. Trumpery and
dazzle, colorfully and interestingly prepared, had to take the place of true values and
necessary seriousness already early. All efforts of the Creator to enlighten His children had
to be torpedoed. People were not allowed to get the idea to search or even to find. Vague
memories that there must be more than the pursuit of worldly happiness, could be
eliminated in most of them. And at the same time, they could be kept poor in spirit in this
way, their gaze increasingly fixated on taking whatever distracting amusement and
questionable pleasure was offered to them.

First, you were led astray for centuries by a changed teaching. This could succeed
because you had no or hardly any possibilities to distinguish truth from untruth and error
by external examination. Only a few were able to recognize the inherent truth. The
overwhelming majority was also not willing to undergo this effort. Your scripture, which
could have been a help for you, could only fulfill this task conditionally, because it also no
longer contained My unadulterated Word.
When you finally had the freedom - because those who had incorporated Me in the
delusion of their arrogance for their purposes, lost more and more power and influence you were littered with the "comforts of life" so that you had no time left for a search and
finding of My truth. You did not benefit from your freedom for a meaningful questioning of
the really important things in life, which is really just letting go on a long leash.
Today the seduction has reached it's peak, as well as the restrictions of the consciousness
of My human children, which took place through devious and cooked-up methods and
unnoticed by most.
Where all this was of no avail, there still remained a strengthening of fear; which was and
is so easily possible with many because the knowledge that I live in man - thus also,
since I created you, in you - was no longer spread and is completely missing today. I
was banished to a distant heaven which cannot be identified any closer. And with it, almost
none of My human children take Me into their everyday life anymore and make use of My
love-power, which is available to them selflessly and unconditionally, uninterruptedly. And
that in all areas of - your - daily life, with all questions which occupy you, with all tasks
which life puts to you, with all difficulties which you meet.
The result: Because of the perceived helplessness, man resembles flotsam. If he finally
does seek help, he rarely turns to Me. He mostly runs directly into the arms of those who
are responsible for his situation, which they have created mostly intentionally, but also
unintentionally; but in which he is not uninvolved, because he has tacitly, thoughtlessly and
uncritically accepted or participated in many things. Ignorance has reached it's climax
when man believes the advice of those and implements their proposed solutions who have
brought him into this predicament in the first place.
You are looking for salvation in the wrong place! And this not for the first time. My law
stands above everything and is not to be leveraged out! You turn because of lacking depth
of soul, caused by your ignorance, unbelief and fear, to "salvation bringers", who do not
stand on the ground of the message proclaimed by Me as Jesus of Nazareth. Those
who seek their happiness and salvation externally, will fail. Or, as it is said in your
scripture: "For whoever wants to keep his life, will lose it" - which is understood by those
who want to understand it.
From the point of view of the opposing forces, their plan has succeeded; at least the
present situation on your earth presents itself so for them. Because, and also I tell you not
for the first time: The barrel has begun to overflow! The times of milk and honey, which
appeared and still appear to many as worthy of preservation despite their inner emptiness

and whitewash, are over. Many seers and prophets have announced what is coming as
"the time of tribulation". You don't believe it, at least the majority doesn't want to read or
hear these words; even many of those who otherwise can't quote corresponding Bible
passages fast enough.
But My and your opponent is still mistaken. He doesn't know the end of the story yet or
doesn't want to believe it - yet.
*
Enlightenment is needed, My beloved ones, more than ever. Of course, the satanic forces
also know this and use a proven antidote: fear. Look at your news and you will find in most
of the contributions a fear-spreading undertone, which, if it is only taken up often enough
without reflection, creeps into your subconscious and prevents many of you from still being
able to see things with the necessary clarity.
Whoever is afraid, is no longer master of himself. Negative forces have literally "captured"
him. The door to manipulation has opened, and quickly all good intentions are gone. What
was previously affirmed, what was affirmed as important and right, melts away like snow in
the sun. Anyone who is not careful, quickly becomes a chess piece that can be shifted
back and forth at will.
I am not telling you anything that you do not already know. But in spite of your knowledge
about it, you are endangered - because knowledge alone does not protect you from going
into the fear-trap. I have already pointed out to you many times that the darkness proceeds
with a subtlety that you will never see through. This also includes planning that extends
over very long periods of time and is implemented in slices with a "salami tactic" so that
you cannot see the connections. Too quickly, people get used to a new, changed situation,
which soon becomes normal for them. The next, unnoticed seductive step or an
imperceptible change of direction then builds on this.
How will you see through such an approach and confront it with a "no" if you do not put all
your trust in Me and My Word?
I Am your Father and Mother and much more. I Am everything to you. Between Me and
you or - so that it strengthens your personal feeling, your love - between Me and you
there is a bond that can never be destroyed by anything and anyone. I tell you this
because I want to finally transform the fear or still existing remnants of it in your heart into
an unshakable trust. Even though it is a statement that may sound harsh in it's
consequence, it contains the truth:
Fear and trust do not get along. You can' t thrive on the same field.
This does not mean that no more feelings of this kind will or may approach you. But it is a
question of whether you want to become more and more free of them. Whether you want
to do the inner work, which consists in coming to Me immediately when the fog of
despondency and trembling oppresses you. Whether you want to look more closely than

before at what is presented to you through your media, even if you may have to summon
up the courage to leave behind old-established thinking and habits that have become dear
to you. And whether you are also ready to look into the depth of your feelings, even if you
will perhaps discover something there that still wants to be processed and transformed.
Finally, it means: Do you want to become fully aware of the fact that you are children of My
love, with all that this entails? And as a result, are you willing to accept your filiation to God
and walk the path that will restore you to this love I spoke of at the beginning of My
revelation?
My enlightenment also includes that I remind you again and again that you have entered
the domain of darkness with your incarnation. Here on your earthly evil is running riot. If
you had not received a "basic protection" through Me, it would hardly be possible for you
to go through the first years of your life without major damage to your physical and soul. At
the latest, however, when you begin to develop your own will, good forces - but also evil
influences - are always at your side to move you in the direction they want: the good forces
in a way that respects your free will, the evil ones with innumerable stratagems without
regard for what is good for you.
Those who do not know about these things, become the pawns of the other side. In this
way, your world has become a playing field and most people have become pawns. My
love-teaching, given and exemplified by Jesus of Nazareth, should prevent this. If many
people would participate by implementing My commandment in their everyday life, this
would have been possible, like a domino effect. It has become - for now – different.
*
One possibility to grow more and more into your sonship with God is that you get a
different picture of yourselves, your possibilities and tasks. For centuries, the image of
man in relation to Me, his God, has been shaped - and still is with the vast majority - by the
idea of the "great Creator up there" and "I as the little man down here". This, My sons and
daughters, is not worthy of you. For even though I Am the universal, only Builder and
Sustainer, it is by no means the case that I want to be looked at, addressed and
worshipped in awe. What I desire, is your love.
Every creature is My child, and because all life comes forth from Me, it is not viable without
Me. Yes, you would not be if I interrupted even for a fraction of a second the breathing of
My creation with My eternal stream of love. In this respect, I Am the Alpha and Omega.
However, this does not mean that the relationship between Me and you is one of
dependence as your world knows it. I have created beings who, although not equal to Me,
are similar to Me, and who have abilities that cannot be imparted to you because of their
scope, complexity, and almost infinite possibilities to apply them.
As the most beautiful and powerful side of their being, I have placed My love in each of My
children. And now answer a question for yourselves: As parents, do you desire that your
children praise you, sing hosannas to you, and kneel to express their respect for you - or

that they love you? If your answer is honest, then you also know what My children can do
to please Me ... What you can do to make Me a friend.
If you can come to terms with this image, which will be new for one or the other of you,
then try to change something in your dialogue with Me. Over centuries, the attitude has
grown to ask Me for assistance, strength, support and much more from the situation of the
sinner and the weak person. This expresses itself in requests of the most different kind, in
which it is always about that I may initiate something or do or leave this or that towards
you.
This is not fundamentally wrong, but it brings you no further or no profit there, where you
are demanded to either act yourself, to change something or to express your willingness
how you want to behave towards Me. A few examples can clarify what I mean.
Many of your prayers or invocations, you speak from the position of a supplicant. It is a
remnant from a time when people were still far away - and for the most part still are today from recognizing themselves as free creatures of My love who carry a great, spiritual
potential within themselves. They are not aware of their task to move towards Me, so that
it was and is mostly about asking Me or leaving something to Me and waiting what would
happen as a result.
"Father, don't abandon Me," is as much an example as "Lord, open Your heart to Me,"
"Jesus, please do this or that for Me," or "Dear God, don't forget Me." You will find, if you
reflect, many more.
Now, once in the realization that you want to express your will to come closer to Me,
transform your requests into honest declarations of intent and speak to Me from the
situation of a child of God who is becoming aware. It could then sound like this:
"Father, I will not abandon You",
"Lord, I open my heart to You",
"Jesus, I do this or that for You" or
"Dear God, I can not forget You."
Each of you will feel the difference. It is to get out of the passive attitude of "I am only a
weak person" and to do something, to undertake something, perhaps even to promise
something, but in any case to become active. If you practice this, then you make an
important step into your spirituality: You acknowledge that you are more than helpless
sinners; you affirm that a power - My power - wants to come alive in you, which can and
will set you in motion, if this is also your will.
Thus, the discipleship I spoke of in My last revelation becomes visible in your life for
yourselves and for others.
*

Successors are needed more urgently than ever before in the time ahead of you. They will
be people who are loving and compassionate, but who have also retained their clarity, and
whose confidence has become strong and stronger. They will also be willing, if need be, to
accept disadvantages for the sake of honesty and probity.
If you wish, ask yourself if you might be among those whose task it is to encourage others
in times of suffering, tribulation and fear. For it is not as if only darkness has it's plan and
has sent it's minions into matter. Or do you think that heaven looks on idly when the other
side puts it's minions in place?
From the light, hosts of people loyal to Me have incarnated, whose ordering and protecting
hands are used everywhere, even if it may seem as if the darkness had taken over the
rule. There is no power that can permanently take away My children from Me. There is no
power that can overcome love and win the victory. And above all there is no death, so that
the fear of it, which is subtly and openly worked with in many ways, is completely
senseless, even absurd. 1)
You are out of Me, and what I have created, that will not pass away in eternities. There are
indeed different forms of life, which can also very well have different qualities, but the life of
every creature - thus also your life - can never be ended or destroyed.
You came out of the light, and you will enter the light again. Between departure and reentry, lies the time given to you to mature, to gain experience and to learn to love sometimes here in matter, sometimes over there in ethereal realms. But always it is your
very own life, which nobody can take away from you. You close your eyes in one world and
open them in the next moment in the other world. Sometimes you are longer here,
sometimes longer there, until you step out of this cycle and the end of your journey is
foreseeable.
Where is the end? With Me, who was, Am and will be your life.
With this knowledge, if you internalize it, can there still be fear of "death"? Let Me replace
all your fears with a deep, unshakable trust that we become lovers again, who exchange,
who give each other joy, who cannot live apart from each other for long without heartache.
I Am Love, and you are love, even if it seems to you that there are worlds between us. Do
not be deceived. I Am closer to you than anything else. Now and for all time.
Amen

1) With this belongs:
Death as you see it …
Death, as you see it, frightens you greatly.

You have appointed him as your enemy,
but only because no-one really recognized him,
because you look no further than the coffin,
in which a life found it's end.
Death, as you see it, is smoke and mirrors,
a name only, marked by deep fear,
which lies paralyzing on your souls
and with it also the very last breath
of courage and clarity to the side.
Death, as you see it, does not exist.
With your dull mind and dull look
you see one life's small happiness.
When it breaks like glass in your hand,
this appears to you as a great misfortune.
Death, as you see it, makes you blind,
and no-one learns what one taught you:
Life remains intact in death.
And because the dead are not dead,
your teaching is not worth a penny.
From: Rely on the soft sound of your heart

